
Dear Sylvia, 	 6/10/78 

Shortly after the mell came today Regevelled. I wee, of course, glad to hear 

from him. 	also said he is seeing you tAstieYlk so if I can return your copies 

promptly they should reach you before you leave. If I can get tiem copied in time 

I'll do this to avoid the possibility of having them get lost in one of the countless 

stacks of chat  have not been able to clean up. 
Both records are interesting. I suggested to Roger that getting the test of the 

API transcipta would be worthwhile. t'df the omissions one that is of particular interest 
to me in the entirely unexplained shift from auttpey at Walter Reed to autopsy at 

bethesda without any radio traffic on it. 
If Bishop's account is correct the decision was made on Ail as a re ult of Burkley's 

recomeendation to "Lace"(Ugh!) Therefore radio meenages from AFI changed the autopsy 

arrangements. 
his also mikes questions about why there was no readiness at W ltar Reed, why 

it took Finch so long to get to °ethesda. Perhaps why there was no offer/ of any 
much specialized services or inquiry relating to whether they could be useful. 

This is a sample of my special Oationery. In cleaning the cellar up a bit to make 

more storage space I came aecross some of my old farm literature. With the second 
side unprinted it can be used. I've used maybe 200 shedilis in the past month for rough 

drafts of affidavits for use in FOIA cases. 
Most of my time has been required by FOIA matters. Most of the court action is in 

a Aing case now more than 2 1/2 years old. 
There is something I've probably never told yoU simply because on the few occasions 

on .:Lich we've been in touch it did rot occur to me. In the nee spectre caeo, which is 

again on appeal (JI, is writing his long overdue brief this weekend), I've been able to 

make a substantial and entirely unchallenged record in court and subject to attempt at 

refutation of the basic fact of the JFK assassination. The judge made an indecent 

wisecrack in cutting off discovery and depositions and I made extensive use of ie. 

e said I could always file affidavits. Well, did It As long as a book, including an 

excellent one by Jim Tagus. 
Of course the FBI did not challenge a word of it. 

Hope you have a good vacation and that you are feeling wen, any thanks, 

6incerely, 

Fee 


